Abstract-For time-harmonic motions, we generalize a 2-D scalar differential equation derived previously by Tiersten for slowly-varying thickness-shear vibrations of AT-cut quartz resonators. The purpose of the generalization is to include the effects of surface acoustic impedance from, e.g., mass layers or fluids for sensor applications. In addition to the variation of fields along the plate thickness, which is considered in the usual 1-D acoustic wave sensor models, the equation obtained also describes in-plane variations of the fields, and therefore can be used to study the vibrations of finite plate sensors with edge effects. The equation is compared with the theory of piezoelectricity in the special cases of acoustic waves and pure thickness vibrations in unbounded plates. An example of a finite rectangular plate is also given.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ESONANT frequencies of an elastic body can be affected by many effects, e.g., a temperature change, initial stress, surface mass layers, contact with a fluid, etc. Therefore, detection of frequency shifts in a vibrating body (resonator) can be used as the basis for making various acoustic wave sensors. Specifically, when a thin layer of another material is added to the surface of a quartz resonator, its resonant frequencies become lower due to the inertia of the mass layer [1] - [7] . This phenomenon has been used to make sensors for measuring the density and/or thickness of a mass layer. Such sensors are called quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) and have applications in monitoring thin film deposition and in chemical and biological sensing [8] . Most QCMs are made from AT-cut quartz plates operating with thickness-shear (TSh) modes [9] - [11] . The mass sensitivity of QCMs is given by the well-known Sauerbrey equation [1] .
Both particle displacements and the electric potential of pure TSh modes have spatial variations along the plate thickness direction only. Such modes can only exist in unbounded plates carrying unbounded and uniform mass layers. These modes can be analyzed using various one-dimensional models [12] - [21] . The operating modes in real devices have in-plane variations due to edge effects of finite plates. Clearly, onedimensional models cannot describe these in-plane variations. The in-plane variation causes a deviation from the sensitivity as calculated using the Sauerbrey equation [22] . In a typical QCM, the mass layer covers the central portion of the crystal plate only. The vibration is largely confined under the mass layer and decays rapidly outside it. This phenomenon is another important aspect of the in-plane variation of modes and is referred to as energy trapping [23] . Energy trapping is crucial in the design of device mounting structures in that losses are minimized by mounting at points near the plate edges where there is little vibration. In-plane mode variation is also important in the design of monolithic arrays of QCMs where sufficient energy trapping is necessary to avoid undesirable interactions among neighboring QCMs [24] - [26] . Theoretical studies of in-plane variations of modes in QCMs on finite plates are relatively few [27] - [31] because of the mathematical complications arising from material anisotropy and electromechanical coupling.
Tiersten once derived a two-dimensional scalar differential equation for TSh modes in AT-cut quartz resonators with slow in-plane variations [32] - [35] . The equation is simple and accurate, and has been widely used in analyzing finite quartz resonators [36] - [41] . However, in the derivation of the scalar equation, the quartz plate surfaces are taken either as free or as carrying thin electrodes only. Therefore, Tiersten's equation cannot be used to analyze QCMs with additional surface mass layers or with fluid on the surface. In this paper we generalize Tiersten's equation to include the effects of surface acoustic impedance in a general manner, which then includes mass layers or fluids as special cases. The equation obtained can be used to analyze finite QCMs.
II. UNELECTRODED PLATES
Consider an AT-cut quartz plate as shown in Fig. 1 . The plate thickness is 2h which is much smaller than the length 2a and width 2c. x 2 is normal to the plate. x 1 and x 3 are in the middle plane of the plate. Unelectroded and electroded plates need to be treated separately and we consider unelectroded plates first. Let the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants be c pq , e ip , and ε i j according to the Voigt notation. As in [32] , we neglect the relatively small elastic constants c 14 , c 24 and c 56 . We also neglect the x 1 and x 3 dependence of the electric potential φ for this case of small piezoelectric coupling [32] . These approximations decouple the displacement component u 3 from u 1 and u 2 . We are concerned with coupled motions of u 1 and u 2 which are governed by [32] : 
where a comma followed by an index denotes partial differentiation. A superimposed dot represents a time derivative. Constitutive equations relevant to the boundary conditions at the plate top and bottom are [32] :
where T i j and D i are the stress and electric displacement components. The boundary conditions at x 2 = ±h are
where Z n and Z t are the normal and tangential acoustic impedances on the surfaces of the plate [42] - [44] . We consider the case of what may be called "isotropic" acoustic impedance, i.e., the impedances in the tangential and normal directions are not coupled. This allows for the existence of the u 1 dominated TSh modes for AT-cut quartz. In more general situations the impedances can be represented by a 3 × 3 matrix [42] , [43] which may possess couplings among displacement components in different directions. The impedances are frequency dependent in general. We select φ as [32] 
(1) 3 and D 2 = 0 are thus satisfied. Substituting (4) into (1) 
where B 1 and B 2 are undetermined constants, ω is the frequency of the vibration, and η is the wave number along the plate thickness. ξ and ν are the in-plane wave numbers which are small for long or slowly varying modes. Substitution of (7) into (5) leads to
For nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the coefficient matrix of (8) must vanish. To the zeroth order in ξ and ν, we have
To the second order in ξ and ν, we have
From (9) we also have
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions in (3), we take a sum of the two asymptotic solutions of (8) [33] :
Substituting (13) into (3) with (6), and using (10), we obtain
We are interested in vibrations near in frequency to the odd pure TSh mode whose η 1 h = nπ/2. Therefore we write
where α n is small. Substituting (15) into (14), expanding the resulting trigonometric functions in powers of α n , and retaining terms linear in α n , we arrive at
(16) is a system of linear homogeneous equations in B
and B (2)
2 . For nontrivial solutions the determinant of its coefficient matrix has to vanish, which leads to an equation for α n . For long waves and small acoustic impedance,
We note that (17) does not have Z n . This is not surprising because for the thickness-shear mode we are considering the normal impedance should be a higher-order effect. Substituting (10), (15) , and (17) into (8) 1 , and retaining terms linear in α n , we obtain an approximate dispersion relation accurate to the second order of the small in-plane wave numbers ξ and ν:
From (18), we can construct the following two-dimensional scalar differential equation whose dispersion relation is (18):
where the subscript "n" denotes the nth antisymmetric essentially TSh mode, i.e., (20) is set to zero, (20) reduces to (1) of [35] .
III. ELECTRODED PLATES
For electroded plates, we consider free vibrations first and then extend the results to electrically forced vibrations.
A. Free Vibration
For plates with identical and thin electrodes at the top and bottom, let the electrode thickness be 2h and let the electrode density be ρ . In this case (1) and (2) still apply. (3) becomes:
We select φ as [32] φ = e 26 u 1 /ε 22 − e 26 u 1 (h) x 2 /(ε 22 h).
φ satisfies (1) 3 and the electrical boundary conditions. Substitution of φ into (1) 1,2 and (2) 1,2 still leads to (5), but (6) becomes
We seek an approximate solution to (5) in the form:
Substitution of (24) into (5) gives
To zero order in ξ and ν, we still have (9) . To the second order in ξ and ν, we still have (10) . (11) and (12) also remain the same. In order to satisfy (21), we take [33] :
where the exp(i ωt) factor has been omitted for convenience. Substituting (26) into (21) with (23), and simplifying it by (10), we obtain
We are interested in vibrations near the pure TSh modes. Let
where β n is small. Substituting (28) into (27) , expanding the resulting trigonometric functions in powers of β n , and retaining terms linear in β n , we have
1 ξ (c 12 + c 22 r) (−1)
where
(29) is a system of linear homogeneous equations in B
and B (2)
2 . For nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish which determines
Substituting (10), (28) and (31) into (25) 1 and retaining terms linear in β n , we obtain
M n is still given by (19) . From (32), we construct the following scalar equation whose dispersion relation is (32):
When Z t = 0, (34) reduces to the homogeneous part of (2.14) in [34] .
B. Electrically Forced Vibration
Consider the case when there is an applied voltage 2V exp(i ωt) across the electrodes. In this case (1) and (2) still apply. (3) becomes:
We make the following change of dependent variables [34] :
where K = −e 26 V /(c 66 h) [34] . (36) transforms (1) 
(1) 3 and the electrical boundary conditions in (35) are satisfied. We write the solution to (37) and (38) as a series using the asymptotic eigensolutions of their homogeneous form (now denoted byũ n 1 ) as basis functions, i.e.,
where, in the forced vibration only, the relatively smallũ 2 has been taken as approximately zero [33] . Furthermore, inũ 1 part and can be neglected [33] . Therefore,
From (37) 1 , to the second order in ξ and ν, the governing equation for the inhomogeneous solution can be written in the following form:
Then, utilizing the orthogonality of sin(η n 1 x 2 ) over the interval (−h, h), from (41) we obtain the following equation forũ n 1 :
Withũ 1 determined throughũ n 1 governed by (42) , to further determine u 1 = u n 1 sin(η n 1 x 2 ), we need to expand the inhomogeneous term in (36) 1 as: 3, 5 A n sin η n 1 x 2 cos (ξ x 1 ) cos (νx 3 ) , (43) where
Then (42) can be converted to an equation for u n 1 [11] :
where ω n is the nth eigenfrequency of the associated homogeneous problem. We note that Tiersten's original derivation of the scalar equation for electrically forced vibrations had a small error and a correction was later made in [11] . However, we believe that [11] still has a sign error in its (48) where the minus sign should be a plus sign. This sign difference results in a minor difference between (50) of [11] and our (45), i.e., in the right-hand side of (45), our ω 2 n takes the place of the (2ω 2 −ω 2 n ) factor in [11] . We also note that the driving voltage is denoted by V in [11] , and is denoted by 2V in the present paper. Therefore, in the right-hand side of (45), we have an "8" and (50) of [11] has a "4."
In light of the acoustic impedance, (20) and (45) are valid for time-harmonic motions only. In the derivation of (20) and (45), the plate top and bottom have the same acoustic impedance, which is assumed to be small. In the case when the acoustic impedance is only present on one surface of the plate, its effect can also be described by (20) and (45) by dropping the factor of 2 in the impedance term. This is similar to the use of the scalar equations in [34] , [35] for both convex-convex and plano-convex resonators. The acoustic impedance may also be a slowly varying function of x 1 and x 3 when the spatial derivatives of the small and slowly varying impedance are negligible. This is similar to the approximation of neglecting the dependence of the electric potential on x 1 and x 3 in (1) [32] , and is also similar to the situation wherein the equations derived in [34] , [35] for plates with constant thickness were also used approximately to study contoured resonators.
IV. DISPERSION CURVES
For comparison and verification, we examine the dispersion curves for waves propagating in an unelectroded plate along x 1 determined from (20) . These are shown in Fig. 2(a) for the case when Z t = 0 (solid lines) where we have introduced the following dimensionless wave number and frequency:
For small |X|, the solid lines are approximations of the odd TSh branches of the exact dispersion curves [45] with approximately the same intercepts on the frequency axis, the same slope when X = 0, and the same curvature when X = 0. Therefore (20) can be used to describe these waves approximately for small |X| or long waves. When there are mass layers of thickness 2h and densityρ on the surfaces of an unelectroded plate. It can be easily found that the surface acoustic impedance is We denote the mass ratio by R m = 2ρh/(ρh). Dispersion curves for the case of R m = 0.05 are shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2(a) . The dispersion curves become lower due to the inertia of the mass layers [46] . Similarly, for an electroded plate, the dispersion curves determined by (34) are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The curves in Fig. 2(b) are systematically lower than those in Fig. 2(a) due to the electrode inertia.
When the plate is in contact with a fluid, the dispersion curves become complex reflecting a transition to damped waves due to the viscosity of the fluid [47] .
V. THICKNESS VIBRATION OF UNBOUNDED PLATES
In this section we compare the predictions by (20) and (34) with the results of the exact equations of piezoelectricity in the special case of pure TSh modes whose exact solutions can be obtained. For pure thickness modes in unbounded plates without x 1 and x 3 dependence, (20) leads to the following frequency equation for unelectroded plates:
For electroded plates (34) determines a frequency equation similar to (48), withc 66 replaced byĉ 66 . In sensor applications, the first term on the right-hand side of (48) determines the unperturbed frequency denoted by ω 0 when Z t = 0. In the case of small impedance which causes small frequency perturbations, the unknown frequency ω in the second term (which is small) on the right-hand side of (48) can be replaced by the known unperturbed frequency ω 0 . Then (48) gives the following approximate frequency perturbation:
From the equations of linear piezoelectricity, pure thickness modes of an unelectroded AT-cut quartz plate are governed by the following differential equations and boundary conditions: 
For time-harmonic motions, (50) and (51) are ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients and can be solved in a standard procedure [10] , [11] . They lead to the following frequency equation:
where η = (ρω 2 /c 66 ) 1/2 . For small impedance, by the same approximate procedure as the one used in obtaining (48), it can be obtained from (52) that
which is the same as (49) for small Z t . Similarly, for electroded plates, it can also be shown that (34) and the corresponding frequency equation from the exact equations of piezoelectricity are approximately the same for small impedance. The result is ω = c 66 ρ
As a specific example, consider a mass layer of thickness 2h and densityρ on the top surface of an unelectroded plate. The surface acoustic impedance is given by (47) . Substitution of (47) into (49), for one mass layer, (49) yields
which is the classical result for QCMs given in [1] . As another example, consider a semi-infinite fluid of density ρ l and viscosity μ on the top of the crystal plate. In this case the impedance is
Substitution of (56) into (49) yields
which is the classical result for fluid sensors in [12] .
VI. VIBRATION OF RECTANGULAR PLATES
More than being able to predict the frequencies of pure TSh modes, the main advantage of (20) and (34) is that they can describe the x 1 and x 3 dependence and therefore can be used to analyze finite plates. As an example, consider an unelectroded rectangular plate as shown in Fig. 1 . The traction-free edge conditions are [35] T 12 (x 1 = ±a) = 0, T 13 (x 3 = ±c) = 0.
By the standard method of separation of variables, in a procedure similar to that in [35] , from (20) we find: 
For electroded platesc 66 is replaced byĉ 66 . (60) shows the dependence of frequency on the in-plane dimensions a and c. When the acoustic impedance is set to zero, (60) reduces to the result of [35] . 
